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Christa Gardner von Teuffel Locating Albert: the first Carmelite 
Saint in the works of Taddeo di 
Bartolo, Lippo di Andrea, Masaccio 
and others1*

The study of the Carmelite Order, in contrast to that of the other main mendi-
cant orders, the Franciscans, Dominicans and Augustinians, has been compara-
tively neglected by earlier scholarship2. The Carmelites, who migrated to Western 
Europe from the Holy Land in the mid-thirteenth century, transformed them-
selves from an eremitical-monastic order into an urban mendicant order. As they 
did not possess a single founder, they claimed the Prophets Elijah and Elisha as 
forefathers, and asserted their origin in the Holy Land in biblical times. This ex-
traordinary claim has attracted historians’ wider interest. However, historians’ con-
centration on Carmelite origins resulted in less attention being paid to their Euro-
pean existence. The Carmelites although officially acknowledged by the papacy 
in the West, struggled in competition with the other mendicant orders. It is in this 
context that the introduction of the mendicant Alberto degli Abati of Trapani (ca. 
1240-1307) became meaningful. The Order’s first real saint, he was soon assigned 
the status of “modern” founder-figure, comparable to Francis and Dominic. For 
over a century the Order had slowly, but persistently promulgated the cult of the 
Sicilian confessor. Their insistence on image, vita, relics, feast, masses, and sites of 
veneration eventually led to the oral concession of his canonization in 1457, and 
its formal ratification in 1476. Thereafter his proper feast liturgy was established, 
and altars and chapels were officially consecrated to him. In this drawn-out pro-
cess Albert’s image, be it painted, sculpted, or even printed, played an important 
role for the Carmelites as a tool of visual communication with their own members, 

Lacking an undisputed founder, the Carmelites, in competition with other mendicant orders, promulgated 
the cult of their early confessor Alberto degli Abati of Trapani (c.1240-1307). Their concentration on Albert’s 
legend, iconography, relics, liturgical feast, anniversary masses, and venerated sites eventually resulted in 
his canonization (1457). The original locations of the first images of Albert, which provided the Order with 
important propaganda tools, are investigated. The possibility that these sites, initially of popular devotion, 
became, after Albert’s canonization, altars dedicated to the new saint is examined.
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their patrons and benefactors, and the wider competitive world. 

I first introduce the earliest surviving altar-painting with a full-length figure 
of Albert, generally attributed to Lippo di Andrea, a follower of Agnolo Gaddi. 
This Florentine triptych is significantly dated 1420, the same year the Carmelites’ 
General Chapter at Montpellier decreed that an image of Blessed Albert should 
be placed in every convent. After a brief discussion of earlier lost representations 
of Albert, I shall consider the crucial fifteenth-century period leading up to his 
canonization, and investigate the reaction to his official recognition. In 1524, the 
General Vicar, Nicholas Audet, at the General Chapter in Venice, expressly de-
manded an altar of Saint Albert be located in every Carmelite church to further 
promote his cult. 

The Florentine altarpiece, now in poor condition, of mediocre quality and un-
known provenance, is in the Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven (fig. 1)3. It de-
picts the standing Albert and Peter to the Virgin’s right, and Paul and Anthony 
Abbot to her left; God the Father and an Annunciation group fill the gables. The 
friar is clearly identified by the (renewed) inscription, S(AN)CT(U)S ALBERTUS, his 
white mantle over a black tunic and scapular, and his attributes, a lily and closed 
book4. Like the others, Albert has a halo, although the Chapter decree of 1420 
correctly specified imago Beati Alberti cum radiis, an important distinction of sta-
tus to which I shall return5. Apart from the triptych’s style and date, the painter’s 
extensive contemporary activity in the Florentine Carmine for both clergy and 
laity – he frescoed the new sacristy for the friars and the old one for the Nerli 
family –renders the attribution to Lippo di Andrea very likely6. Taken together, 
the painter’s presence and the decree of 1420 demanding an image of Albert in 
every convent, strengthen the proposed provenance of this altarpiece from the 
Florentine Carmine as the Order’s major convent in the Tuscan Province7. Most 
provincial chapters took place in Florence, then one of the leading artistic centres 
in Italy. In addition, the large building, more substantial than almost all of the 
Order’s other churches, attracted varied lay patronage, often in the form of alms 
and small bequests for masses, burial, altarpieces, and chapels, from its predomi-
nantly artisan neighbourhood in Oltrarno8. 

The altar for which Lippo’s altarpiece would originally have been destined 
within the Carmine cannot be easily determined. Yet it can reasonably be as-
sumed that it was associated with the altar at which Saint Albert’s cult was later 
firmly established, and it is likely that this location was identical with the original 
site of his veneration in this church. It is therefore plausible that Lippo di Andrea’s 
triptych could have embellished an altar later known as that of Saint Albert. One 
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crucial difficulty in this investigation concerns the fact that canon law normally 
requires an altar to be consecrated to a canonized saint, and not a blessed9. As the 
Sicilian friar was only canonized in 1457, the altarpiece of 1420 cannot, it seems, 
have originally been conceived for an altar dedicated to Albert. Could we there-
fore be dealing with a rare exception? The Order’s attitude towards Albert’s some-
what inappropriate halo and misleading identification by inscription, which recur 
in the subsequent altar-paintings by Matteo di Perrucchio (fig. 2), Masaccio (fig. 
3) and Fra Filippo Lippi (fig. 4), at first instance favours the case for an exception, 
as both halo and inscription were probably quietly supported by the Order, keen 
to promote the would-be saint, and that it was tolerated by the diocesan bishop. 
However rare preserved legislation, by the Franciscan General Chapter of 1307 
and the diocese of Nocera Umbra of 1369, insisted on correct distinction between 
a blessed and a saint10. The much better known case of the Franciscan Observant 
Bernardino of Siena demonstrates that a halo was mostly added to his image only 
after his canonization in 145011. As canon law directly controls altar consecration, 
but does not, or only indirectly, concerns itself with accreted altar images, I should 
argue not for the exceptional, but the traditional procedure being followed in 
this case, even if Albert was already widely regarded as a saint. He was initially 
venerated through prayers, masses and an image at an already consecrated altar; 
only after his canonization was his new title added to the existing, older altar ded-
ication. Soon the new saint determined the altar’s popular name and eventually 
consigned the original titular saint to oblivion. 

An important stage in the development of a new official imagery can be 
demonstrated by the example of the new seal of the Master-General. A badly 
damaged impression with a now largely lost legend shows the Virgin and Child set 
within a gothic architectural surround flanked by standing figures in  niches (fig. 
5). The presence of Albert – the most likely identification of one of the side saints 
in the abraded wax impression – would obviously have necessitated a new seal 
design. The owner of the seal kneels in a separate niche in the register below12. 
This seal was originally attached to a document of 1422, which identifies its own-
er as Giovanni Grossi (Jean Grossi from Pamiers), General of the Order from 1411 
until 1430. As Grossi was himself responsible for both the introduction of Albert’s 
feast in 1411 and of his imago in 1420, it is quite likely that he also introduced 
Blessed Albert into the design of the General’s official seal13. The Order’s preoccu-
pation with self-representation in its seal imagery is once again demonstrated in 
1524, when General Prior Nicholas Audet decreed that the General Chapter’s new 
seal should display Saint Albert, the Virgin, and the Precursor, John the Baptist, in 
the main field with six kneeling Carmelites below14.
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Surprisingly the only identified, large image which precedes Lippo di Andrea’s 
altarpiece, was frescoed 1406-1408 by Taddeo di Bartolo, not in a convent church, 
but in the secular palace of the Sienese government, in a space linking the Sala 
del Mappamondo with the chapel of the Palazzo Pubblico (fig. 6)15. A detailed 
(now invisible) inscription, SANCTUS ALBERTUS ORDINIS SANTE MARIE DE MONTE 
CARMELO, defines the venerated friar as a member of the Carmelite Order16. That 
Albert’s iconographical type is here already fully developed – Carmelite habit, lily 
and book with halo and inscription –suggests that by then comparable images of 
the would-be saint already existed elsewhere. The most likely place where it could 
be seen would obviously have been in the local Carmelite convent of San Niccolò. 

Little guidance can be gleaned from the Order’s earlier handling of Albert’s im-
ages since his personal life and miracles are almost unknown. No fourteenth-cen-
tury images of Albert have apparently survived. Albert’s vita, written in the 1390s 
and edited for print by Johann Maria de Poluciis in Venice in 1499, and the Bol-
landists’ entry in the Acta Sanctorum, published in 1735, indicate several pre-1400 
images and chapels in the main Sicilian convents, in Agrigento, Piazza Armerina, 
Trapani, Palermo, and Catania17. Historians in general, and the Order’s own chron-
iclers in particular, reporting after Albert’s canonization, tend to refer with hind-
sight to Saint Albert. This renders the modern historian’s task of differentiation 
considerably more difficult. In this context the cappella Sancti Alberti at Agrigento, 
which the vita listed as one of the earliest chapels dedicated to him, is probably to 
be interpreted as the site of one of his miracles, which prompted lasting local ven-
eration18. The chapel was to be given an imaginem argenti, a figure cast of silver, 
or perhaps more likely, a panel clad with silver. At least one preserved altarpiece 
of 1422 by Matteo di Perrucchio of the Virgin’s Coronation with Albert and Peter, 
originates from Palermo (fig. 2)19. There the blessing Albert holds an open book 
inscribed with the words VENITE FILII, AUDITE… strategically addressing his con-
gregation and assertively echoing the prologue of the Benedictine Rule. 

Albert slowly began to build a posthumous reputation for sanctity. Yet for obvi-
ous reasons very few relics were exported to mainland Italy by the early fifteenth 
century. Where they arrived, as in Florence and Genoa, they helped to stimulate 
veneration and the foundation of confraternities20. 

Around 1350 the Order formally began Albert’s promotion; in 1375 the General 
Chapter assessed the cost of his canonization process, and in 1387 and 1399 sup-
plicated the pope21. Albert’s conventional vita of ca. 1395, mentioned his vision 
of the Virgin at his death and described a humble preacher, an efficient healer 
and a man who calmed storms and rough seas, an obvious advantage in Sicily22. 
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He was born ca. 1240 in Trapani and buried with considerable public ceremony 
at Messina in 1307. Apart from a trip to the Holy Land Albert spent his entire life 
on the island as friar, prior and provincial – surely a major reason for neglect else-
where. This insularity explains why his canonization was presented by the Sicilian 
Province, the General Prior, Jean Soreth, and the Order’s cardinal-protector, Guil-
laume Estouteville, Cardinal titular of San Martino ai Monti, the Carmelite house 
at Rome. This canonization was finally granted in 1457 by Calixtus III, a Borgia with 
personal and political links to Naples, Aragon and Sicily23.

In 1411 the General Chapter at Bonn introduced Albert’s duplex feast on 7 Au-
gust, the ancient feast day of Saint Donatus, which in turn was gradually phased 
out24. The Sicilian was to be celebrated as a confessor, with texts from the com-
mon until his proper office was composed in 1462. Once again, Blessed Albert 
appears to have been prematurely treated as a saint, a practice sharply criticized 
by Jacob Milendunck, the Order’s much respected, mid-seventeenth-century his-
toriographer25. In 1399 and 1450 the Order also entered the feasts of the Prophets 
Elisha and Elijah into their liturgical calendar, as characteristically, they never re-
nounced their claims to antiquity26.

In Florence the first recorded masses for Albert, together with those for An-
drew and Anthony Abbot, were stipulated by the wealthy lay man Forte di Piero 
da Vico di Valdelsa in 1417 and confirmed as fulfilled by the friars in 1423 and 
143927. However, the dedication of Forte di Piero’s chapel to Saint Andrew, who 
is not painted by Lippo di Andrea, almost certainly excludes Lippo’s triptych from 
being linked to Forte’s altar (fig. 1). More convincingly, Lippo’s altarpiece of the Vir-
gin flanked by Albert, Peter, Paul, and Anthony Abbot originally stood on the altar 
commonly identified as that of Saint Albert. Until its destruction in 1568 this altar 
was located at the mid-fourteenth-century screen, to the left of the central open-
ing, facing the high altar28. According to a seventeenth-century Carmelite source 
Saint Albert’s altar belonged to Ser Paolo di Lorenzo Dieciaiuti, whose tomb slab 
was nearby. In his testamentary bequest of 1473 Ser Paolo had requested a mass 
celebrating the Virgin’s Nativity, implying an original Marian altar title29. It may 
well have been the Order itself that founded this screen-altar, mentioned in 1445 
and 1447, and handed its patronage over to Ser Paolo some time before 147330. 
The Order kept the patronage of the other inner screen-altar to the right, dedi-
cated to Saint Angelo, the Order’s first martyr, who was canonized shortly after 
Saint Albert in 146731. Regrettably, no contemporary altarpiece, although likely, 
is securely documented for Saint Angelo’s altar. Together the new Carmelite titu-
lar saints would have predominantly addressed the friars in coro, or in the upper 
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church, to which the laity had access outside liturgical services. 

If Lippo di Andrea’s triptych was indeed destined for Albert’s screen altar in 
1420, as seems most probable, then the altar’s original titular should be expect-
ed among the main saints of the altarpiece. While the Virgin proposed above, is 
possible, Saint Peter in place of honour is another candidate. As the first Apostle, 
he was much respected by all exempt mendicants and in particular the pro-pa-
pal Carmelites at Florence, as the extensive programme of the Brancacci chap-
el, which was entitled to Peter by its founder, soon confirmed32. Identical altar 
dedications in the same church did occur. In Lippo’s altar-painting Albert was 
appropriately paired with Anthony Abbot, the hermit, recalling the Order’s past 
at Mount Carmel, and Paul, who would have been appreciated by the altar’s sub-
sequent patron, Ser Paolo di Lorenzo Dieciaiuti. Unusually, he would have taken 
over Lippo di Andrea’s triptych, which, if so, could have been identical with the 
tavola, finally removed from the altar of the Dieciaiuti before the screen’s demo-
lition in 156833. 

In 1426, shortly after the introduction of Albert’s image in Florence, Ser Giuliano 
di Colino degli Scarsi commissioned Masaccio to paint a double-storied polyptych 
for his family burial chapel in the Pisan Carmine under the guidance of its prior, 
Maestro Antonio di Matteo34. This trained theologian, experienced administrator, 
and vicar of the same Tuscan Province, must have long been in direct contact with 
the Florentine house, which may well have recommended the young artist. At 
Pisa Masaccio depicted a haloed Carmelite friar without any distinctive attribute 
(fig. 3), who can however, because of the stylistic and iconographic closeness 
to Fra Filippo Lippi’s Albert with the lily in the Trivulzio Madonna of ca. 1430, be 
identified with the Sicilian (fig. 4)35. Fra Filippo, himself a Carmelite and familiar to 
Masaccio from his activity in the Florentine convent, may even have participated 
in the execution of the Pisan altarpiece. The other bearded Carmelite in Masac-
cio’s polyptych, probably once paired with Albert, cannot be certainly identified; 
of the other frame-figures only two church-fathers remain. The decree of 1420 
demanding an image in every convent rendered Albert’s inclusion in the other-
wise traditional altarpiece programme very topical. Although Masaccio’s small 
pilaster-figure occupied a subordinate place within the framework, in contrast to 
Lippo di Andrea’s large Florentine picture (fig. 1), it was nevertheless easily visible 
to both, friars and lay congregation in Ser Giuliano’s altar-chapel, located to the 
right of the central screen opening. The notary’s altarpiece presumably offered 
to the poor convent the first best opportunity to acquire an image, whatever its 
size, of Blessed Albert, which would simultaneously identify the church’s resident 
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Order. The polyptych’s main programme was the Virgin and Child with Peter and 
John the Baptist to her right and Julian and Nicholas to her left, a Crucifixion and 
further Apostles above and a narrative predella below. The prior might have sug-
gested Christ’s Precursor and once again Peter, who gained additional, local rel-
evance in Pisa through San Piero a Grado, the site of Peter’s landing in Italy36. The 
name saints of Ser Giuliano and his parents, Colino and Cola, point firmly to the 
lay patron, who entitled his family’s burial chapel to Saint Julian. This altar-chapel, 
whose reconstruction can be based on documents, contemporary building prac-
tice and liturgical usage, was erected against the simple screen-wall37. It consisted 
of a cross vault resting on columns, and was fully furnished with altar, altar-step, 
paliotto, altarpiece, curtain, bench, burial slab and low stone surround. The as-
sertive notary presumably had himself portrayed with his nephew in the central 
predella panel. A resident of the Carmine neighbourhood, with some profession-
al and familial links to the Order, it was understandable that he initially selected 
the humble Carmelite church for his prestigious chapel, although he himself was, 
as priore of the Commune and operaio of the Cathedral, finally buried in the Ca-
thedral38. The Carmelite Order still offered ample opportunities for lay patronage, 
while the lay patron could define his impact, dominant or modest39. Nowadays 
Ser Giuliano’s cappella is however barely known for the historical circumstances 
of its commission, and predominantly celebrated for the Florentine Renaissance 
painter’s achievement.

Fra Filippo, the young Carmelite friar, painted at least one small devotional 
panel of Albert40. An uncommon low-dossal shape with Albert may have been the 
only Carmelite altarpiece conceived by him (fig. 4)41. The Trivulzio Madonna, now 
at Milan, groups young boys, or perhaps angels, together with Saints Anne, Ange-
lo and Albert. Anne, the Virgin’s mother, has been celebrated with a duplex feast 
since the Ordinal of Sibert of Beka of 131242. Angelo, born at Jerusalem in 1185, 
and a member of the convent next to the church of Saint Anne, was martyred in 
Licata in 1220. Like Albert, he was much venerated in Sicily, his vita was written 
probably in the 1440s, his feast entered in the liturgical calendar in 1457, and his 
canonization was approved in 146743. The dossal’s almost exclusively Carmelite 
programme, which precociously paired the Order’s two future saints, strongly 
suggests a Carmelite patron and setting. The patron may cautiously be identified 
with the Florentine Compagnia di Sant’Alberto bianco or dei fanciulli, founded in 
1419 and housed in an oratory adjacent to the Carmine, which by 1495 possessed 
a quadro di Sant’Alberto, an unframed panel of Saint Albert44.

It seems characteristic of the Order’s unsettled situation in the first half of the 
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fifteenth century that Fra Filippo painted their two future saints on panels and 
at the same time frescoed scenes of the Order’s past life at Mount Carmel on the 
cloister walls at Florence45. Comparably Masaccio depicted Albert in his Pisan 
polyptych, and with Masolino frescoed Carmelite friars in the Brancacci chapel, 
who freely mingled with Peter and the other Apostles in Antioch and Jerusalem. 
Masaccio also added one very recent event to the Florentine cloister decoration, 
the now lost Sagra, the Carmine’s consecration in 142246. Furthermore, contempo-
rary performances of Christ’s Ascension in the church indirectly appealed to the 
Prophet Elijah, the Carmelites’ alleged forefather47. The Order thus seems to claim 
both modern, mendicant saints and ancient, eremitical origins in the Holy Land. 
This association must have provoked intensive dispute and opposition within and 
outside the Order. 

Yet, when Marco di Bartolomeo Rustici described his native town and its cult 
in the late 1440s, he traced so little information about Albert, that he could only 
include a rather generic legend, while the Carmelites, in a competitive climate, 
desperately promoted their friar as devout worshipper and leader48. Ultimately, 
Albert never became a popular name saint like Francis or Dominic. Not even the 
Sicilian Nicola Calciuri, who joined the Florentine convent in the same years, could 
provide much more substantial news about his compatriot49. Fra Nicola repeat-
ed the story of Albert’s birth, his parents’ prayer to the Madonna of Trapani and 
his entry into the local convent, and related the confessor’s vision together with 
those of Simon Stock and Pope John XXII. 

For Le Selve, a very small convent in the Florentine hinterland, founded in 1343, 
Neri di Bicci produced a now-lost, winged tabernacle in 1454-1456, which he de-
scribed in detail in his Ricordanze50. There Santo Elia e Santo Alberto in one shutter 
and Santo Eliseo and Santo Agniolo di Gierusalem in the other were paired. The two 
founder prophets and would-be saints flanked the Virgin, titular of Order, church 
and altar. Remarkably, the friars had stipulated Neri to insert the small panel, a 
quadretto, of a Nostra Donna col Bambino… dipinta alla grecha molto anticha. This 
half-length image in Byzantinizing style supposedly back-dated Neri’s altar-paint-
ing and alluded to the Carmelites’ contentious origin in the East. Following the 
tradition of convents founded considerably earlier at Naples, Pisa, Rome, Siena, or 
Florence, which had successfully imported or claimed to have imported Marian 
icons from Byzantium, the Carmelites of Le Selve now in the mid-Quattrocento 
erected their treasured Marian image permanently on the high altar. There the 
anachronistic assemblage of Virgin, prophets, and future saints must have prom-
inently expressed the Order’s major contemporaneous concerns. Because the fri-
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ars themselves were too poor to fully compensate the artist, Tommaso di Lorenzo 
Soderini, a major patron of the Florentine Carmine, finally paid for the taberna-
cle51. By the end of the century Le Selve acquired in addition a statue of Saint 
Albert, and under Strozzi patronage, a chapel entitled to him with a retable of 
Saints Albert and Lawrence. 

Apart from the Florentine houses it was the Sienese convent of San Niccolò, in 
the same Carmelite Province, which stood out not so much for its size but rather 
its personnel and the artistic patronage it had attracted. Nowadays it is famous 
for Pietro Lorenzetti’s magnificent high altarpiece of 1329 (fig. 7), which the friars 
financed with a communal subsidy52. The many-storied polyptych prominently 
depicted the Virgin, the two founder-prophets and, exceptionally, the Order’s 
most up-to-date foundation history, Nicholas, and two female saints. Some minor 
components were lost during the painting’s removal from the church in the early 
Cinquecento. When and how was Albert’s cult introduced in this Sienese church? 
When, in 1329 the Sienese Commune inquired about the santi novelli of the men-
dicant orders, the Carmelites could not name any saint, well-established or recent 
– the desired promotion of Blessed Albert not yet having sufficiently advanced 
– and they fell back on Nicholas, the titular of their convent53. A century later in 
1429, according to a mid-eighteenth-century Carmelite source, a Giovanni di Cola 
di Bindo donated land to fund annual masses at the feasts of Albert and Stephen 
at the altar named after Saint Albert54. The location of this altar in the modest, sin-
gle-nave church was not defined. Following the same source, in 1496 a different 
lay patron, Bartolomeo di Giovanni d’Antonio Sargioli, left his inheritance to the 
convent, with the obligation to make, fare, that is presumably to construct and 
furnish, Saint Albert’s chapel and officiate an annual mass55. Regrettably, the loca-
tion remained, once again, unspecified. Can this testamentary bequest be linked 
to the wooden statue of Saint Albert originally holding a lily and book, still pre-
served in the church (fig. 8)56? This accomplished figure of a middle-aged, bare-
foot, tonsured friar, correctly dressed in the Carmelite habit with scapular, has 
been attributed to Neroccio di Bartolomeo. Furthermore, in 1500 an indulgence 
was granted to a confraternity in honour of Saint Albert57. To render any such re-
construction of Albert’s cult at Siena more complicated, Francesco Bossi in his 
1575 visitation of the Carmelite convent church did not expressis verbis record an 
altar dedicated to Saint Albert, despite his known thoroughness as the apostolic 
visitor58. Nor did he list the statue of a Carmelite, although he referred to several 
altar-sculptures. Perhaps Neroccio’s medium-sized statue was then safely stored 
in a cupboard and displayed on an altar only on special occasions. Bossi instead 
singled out a relic of Saint Albert in the sacristy and described Saint Stephen’s 
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altar at the inner façade to the right of the main church entrance. As the feasts of 
Stephen and Albert were, it seems, celebrated together in 1429 at Saint Albert’s 
altar, it is not impossible that Bossi’s altar of Saint Stephen was in fact identical 
with the earlier recorded altar of Saint Albert, given the Carmelites’ ambiguous 
practice of naming altars after Albert without them being necessarily consecrated 
to him. Whether the patron of Saint Stephen’s altar, identified by the apostolic 
visitor as Giovanni de Ciolis in 1575, was in any way related to the above men-
tioned Giovanni di Cola di Bindo or even to Bartolomeo di Giovanni d’Antonio 
Sargioli, remains very doubtful59. On the altar itself Bossi noted an «icona … cum 
figura beatae Virginis magnae devotionis et aliorum sanctorum in tabulis depic-
ta». This Marian image, which was locally held in great devotion, can confidently 
be identified with the Madonna dei Mantellini, probably created by a Pisan master 
in the 1260s (fig. 9)60. This Madonna was apparently, like the Nostra Donna in Neri 
di Bicci’s tabernacle, integrated into a polyptych with several saints in tabulis, or 
different compartments, which could well have included Albert and Stephen. The 
altar-painting was in 1598 replaced by Francesco Vanni’s Einsatzbild (in-set image) 
which once more inserted the venerated Madonna dei Mantellini, not into an al-
tar-panel, but into a large canvas representing Saints Albert, Stephen, Martha and 
Catherine of Alexandria (fig. 10)61. Its two components survive, now separated, in 
Siena’s Pinacoteca Nazionale. Albert stands at the left side, turns towards the cen-
tral Stephen, and points with his hand decisively to the Madonna above, who is 
further accentuated by putti lifting the baldachin curtains and holding her crown. 
Saints Catherine and Martha at the right side were presumably included be-
cause of their connections to the Holy Land. The programme of Vanni’s ensemble 
unites once again in striking manner fundamental aspects of the Carmelite cult, 
and locates the site of Albert’s veneration in San Niccolò. Whether this site at the 
church entrance was the earliest one, can no longer be determined through lack 
of documentation. The Sienese example of Albert’s cult at Saint Stephen’s altar 
strengthens the Florentine proposal, that the veneration of Blessed Albert start-
ed there at an altar originally dedicated to another saint. At San Niccolò, on the 
altar to the left of the church entrance Francesco Bossi reported the Carmelites’ 
other much esteemed icona, the Madonna di San Luca or so-called Mater Decor 
Carmeli, a fourteenth-century Byzantine work, then flanked by statues of Saints 
Luke and Anthony Abbot 62. At some stage in the mid-sixteenth century the friars 
most likely arranged the pairing of their treasured Marian “icons” on the two altars 
at the inner church façade. In the 1590s they presumably updated Saint Stephen’s 
altar in the spirit of the Counter Reformation, choosing a native artist, who had 
already created altarpieces for most of the rival religious institutions in town. For 
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the Sienese Carmelites Vanni conceived a visionary event in which Saint Albert 
recommends their Madonna dei Mantellini to the other saints, the friars, and their 
lay congregation. 

In a last push to promote Albert’s impending canonization, the Order itself 
must have commissioned the rather mediocre, mid-fifteenth century Italian 
woodcut of Albert and widely distributed its cheaply produced, single-sheet print 
(fig. 11)63. It characterizes the humble friar exceptionally by rays instead of a halo, 
with a crucifix in his right hand and a lily and closed book in his left. To leave 
the viewer in no doubt, the image carries at the top the (now almost illegible) 
inscription BEATUS ALBERTUS DE TRAPANO VIRG. Prints were of course a means 
of propaganda, used contemporaneously with great success by other mendicant 
orders for their santi novelli, among others Niccolò da Tolentino, Bernardino of 
Siena and Catherine of Siena. Here, once again, the Carmelites were following a 
well-trodden path. 

Albert’s hard-won canonization prompted astonishingly few new altarpieces. 
In the immediate aftermath, at least, very few documents and surviving works 
have so far been traced. Presumably Sixtus IV’s necessary ratification in 1476 of 
Calixtus III’s oral concession in 1457 slowed down visual implementation of the 
new saint. Perhaps more importantly, certain reform-minded factions within the 
Order, who favoured the friars’ spiritual return to their beginnings at Mount Carm-
el, apparently objected to the “modern” saint64. 

At San Martino Maggiore in Bologna, in the neighbouring Province, it was a 
lay patron, Ser Giacomo di Basilio Ringhieri, who bequeathed in 1470 land for the 
upkeep of his family chapel, «pro dote et dotis nomine altaris capelle Sancti Al-
berti». For this altar Michele di Matteo in 1469 signed and dated a double-storied 
polyptych (fig. 12)65. Indicatively Saint Albert with lily and book now occupies the 
place of honour to the Virgin’s right, accompanied by James, the patron’s name 
saint, John the Evangelist, and the John the Baptist. If the recent polyptych re-
construction can be trusted, for the first time Saints Dominic and Francis, Albert’s 
competitors, were present among the saints in the upper gallery, while further 
Carmelite figures in the predella completed the programme. It appears plausi-
ble that the Carmelites of San Martino granted this chapel to Ringhieri under 
the condition that its altar was officially entitled to their new saint. As happened 
in comparable manner at Florence and Siena, it may be assumed that the altar 
was named after Albert already by 142266. According to a later Carmelite source 
masses were also celebrated there by 1438. The continuity of the altar title is sub-
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sequently demonstrated by Cesare Gennari’s canvas of 1669, depicting Saint Al-
bert now paired with Saints Andrea Corsini and Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi, both 
canonized in the Seicento. Albert’s altar seems always, despite its later refashion-
ing and the enlargement of the church building, to have been located near the 
church entrance, which again, as at Siena, made its altarpiece easily accessible 
to everybody67. At San Martino it is in the colossal high altar-painting of 1548, 
which Girolamo Siciolante and the Formigine produced for its lay patron, Matteo 
Malvezzi, that Saint Albert acts founder-like, identifying the resident Carmelite 
Order (fig. 13)68. In this role he could be compared to the Prophet Elijah in Pietro 
Lorenzetti’s great Sienese polyptych (fig. 7). However as Elijah, believed to be fore-
father of the Order, was, unlike St Augustine, the presumed ancient founder of the 
Augustinian friars, not charismatic enough to satisfy his Order’s acute demands 
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, he indirectly prepared the ground for 
the Carmelites’ introduction of their mendicant saint and new representative. Be-
cause Elijah and Albert incorporated opposed historical and spiritual concepts, 
they were rarely included within the same altar-image, although the Order was 
certainly familiar with anachronistic compositions.

When, or indeed if, Albert entered the liturgical calendars of the other mendi-
cant orders or religious institutions, like Saint Francis in the Dominican calendar, I 
have been unable to discover. Equally, it appears unclear whether he joined saints 
in non-Carmelite altarpieces. Nevertheless some growing public recognition of 
the Order can be observed. In the Triumph of Saint Thomas Aquinas, which has 
been attributed to Lippo Memmi and dated around 1323, for Santa Caterina, the 
Dominican house at Pisa, the presence of a Carmelite friar among the attendant 
clergy and laity may well refer to his Order’s house in town69. More specifically, in 
the early 1440s the haloed Albert, identified by the colours of his habit,  partic-
ipates in Fra Angelico’s frescoed Crucifixion in the chapterhouse of San Marco at 
Florence, where he mingles, kneeling behind Saint Francis, with biblical figures 
and other mendicant, monastic, and secular saints (fig. 14)70. The inclusion of the 
would-be saint in this congregation by the painter-friar is remarkable. Fra Filippo 
Lippi frescoed Albert, strikingly in the Pieve of Prato, perhaps in reference to his 
own Order71. As mentioned earlier, Taddeo di Bartolo included the haloed Albert 
opposite (the now invisible) Saint Dominic on the walls of Siena’s Palazzo Pubbli-
co in 1406-1408 (fig. 6). Appropriate for the government’s main meeting rooms, 
an overarching programme of saints attempts to integrate the Sala del Mappa-
mondo and the Chapel. The Virgin, Siena’s patroness, flanked by the city’s patron 
saints, is additionally accompanied by saints and blessed specially venerated at 
Siena. Albert now assumes an acknowledged status as the representative of one 
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of the city’s main mendicant orders.

In 1524, Nicholas Audet, the Carmelites’ Vicar General and future General Prior, 
decreed in Venice that a chapel be dedicated to Saint Albert in every convent72. 
On the one hand this decree confirms already existing chapels and on the other, 
tellingly implies the lack of sufficient, appropriately consecrated sites in the Or-
der’s churches. The Sienese convent was apparently one such example. As stated 
above, Audet also determined that Saint Albert together with the Virgin, John 
the Baptist, and six Carmelite friars ought to form part of the General Chapter’s 
seal image, again insisting on the saint’s official status, cum imagine… sancti patris 
nostris Alberti73.

Carmelites communicated by word and image, but the Order was not learned, 
nor indeed particularly concerned with visual imagery. It used images when sug-
gested by its chapters or required by its local patrons and benefactors. By the 
end of the Quattrocento more images were displayed on altars and walls, but 
surprisingly no scenes from Albert’s life or his posthumous miracles seem to have 
survived, or rather, been depicted in  the first place. This contrasts strongly with 
Saint Francis, who prompted innumerable narratives. Despite the Order’s grad-
ual transformation, Albert’s official acknowledgement in 1457, and its growing 
adoption of mendicant practices, the Carmelites were continuously exposed in 
their attempt to marry their modern concepts, and day-to-day existence with 
their claims to a biblical past. This tension is hinted at by the ambiguous decree of 
1524. Subsequently, towards the end of the sixteenth century, the emergence of 
heroic saints of the stature of  Theresa of Avila and John of the Cross, and Tuscan 
competitors like Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi, Albert was definitively relegated to 
the background and ceased to be regarded as the Order’s eminent representative.
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Fig. 1: Lippo di AndreA, Virgin and Child with Saints, New Haven, Yale University Art Gallery 
(foto Yale University Art Gallery)
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Fig. 2: MAtteo di perrucchio, Coronation of the Virgin and Saints, Palermo, Diocesan Museum 
(foto Enzo Brai)
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Fig. 3: MAsAccio with FrA FiLippo Lippi, 
Saint Albert, Berlin, Gemäldegalerie 
der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, 
Preußischer Kulturbesitz (foto 
Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen 
Museen zu Berlin Preußischer Kul-
turbesitz)
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Fig. 4: FrA FiLippo Lippi, Trivulzio Madonna, Milan, Musei del Castello Sforzesco, Pinacoteca 
(foto Comune di Milano)

Fig. 5: Seal of Master General Giovanni Grossi OCARM, 
Florence, Archivio di Stato, Fondo Sigilli Staccati no. 
166 (foto ASF)
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Fig. 7: pietro Lorenzetti, Carmelite Altarpiece (partial reconstruction), Siena, Pinacoteca (foto 
Lensini)

Fig. 6: tAddeo di BArtoLo, Saint 
Albert, Siena, Palazzo Pubb-
lico, Sala del Mappamondo 
(foto Gail Solberg)
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Fig. 8: neroccio di BArtoLoMeo, Saint Albert, Siena, San Niccolò (foto after L. Martini, Un 
“Sant’Alberto carmelitano” di Neroccio di Bartolomeo de’ Landi, in «Prospettiva», 109, 
2003 (2004), p. 77)
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Fig. 9: Pisan Master, Madonna dei Mantellini, Siena, Pinacoteca (foto Christa Gardner von 
Teuffel)
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Fig. 10: FrAncesco VAnni, Saints Albert, Stephen, Martha and Catherine of Alexandria, Siena, 
Pinacoteca (foto after J. Marciari, Francesco Vanni: Artistic vision in an age of reform, in J. 
Marciari and S. Boorsch, Art in Late Renaissance Siena, New Haven-London, 2013, p. 19)
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Fig. 11: Mid fifteenth-century Italian Woodcut, Blessed Albert, Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett 
der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz (foto Kupferstichkabinett der 
Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz)
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 XCII

Fig. 12: MicheLe di MAtteo, Ringhieri Polyptych (reconstruction after C. Cavalca, La pala 
d’altare a Bologna nel Rinascimento: opere, artisti, e città 1450-1500, Milan 2013, p. 263) 
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Fig. 13: GiroLAMo sicioLAnte, Virgin with Child and Saints, Bologna, San Martino Maggiore 
(foto Christa Gardner von Teuffel)

Fig. 14: FrA AnGeLico, Saint Albert, Florence, San Marco, Chapterhouse (foto Christa Gardner 
von Teuffel)


